Judson to redesign leadership at Alfred U.

Eric Shaduk
Managing Editor

In order to expand Alfred University leadership opportunities on campus, Kathy Noughter, vice president of Student Affairs, announced a redesign of the women’s Leadership Center to the Student Senate Floor April 6.

The reorganization will include a name change from the WLC to the Beth Robinson Judson Center for Leadership, in honor of the late alumna, trustee and founding member of the original leadership center. Elizabeth (Beth) Robinson Judson graduated from Alfred with a degree in ceramic engineering. On Oct. 26, 2010, the small private jet carrying Judson and her husband crashed shortly after take-off. Both were killed.

The Judson Leadership Center serves as a fitting tribute to the person who provided so much leadership to AU, Noughter said to the Senate.

Noughter had an opportunity to talk with Judson about designing the leadership programs offered by the university and work together as they met at the Judson Leadership Center. It was something the Student Affairs Office hadn’t anticipated in doing, and Judson supported the concept.

“Close to something that she wanted,” Noughter said.

Students newly involved in the Women’s Leadership Academy had the decision as one that will positively impact the AU student body for generations to come. They also see it as a fitting tribute to Judson. “Bringing the WLC as a newly created concept and something that Beth would have loved,” Student Senate President and Frank H. Judson Center for Leadership, in honor of the late alumna, trustee and founding member of the original leadership center. Elizabeth (Beth) Robinson Judson graduated from Alfred with a degree in ceramic engineering. On Oct. 26, 2010, the small private jet carrying Judson and her husband crashed shortly after take-off. Both were killed.
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Kowlaski, played by Anna des. Blanche’s sister Stella her achieve the lime light she matic, and Antrobus embod passionate, crazy and dra on stage. The set was visually pleasing, Math the size of the students, he narrate to listeners take on a compre life form of if not, own capa of furthering the ban’s growth.

In a majority of the school’s hav. Fit the actors’ parts very well hear. By the end of the first act, you could see Kowalczuk’s true skills shine through, and the innocent sweet caring Stella owned the stage.

In a majority of the school’s productions, he plays characters that are serious or witty. In “A Street Car Named Desire” his character Stanley is angry, drunk, and terrifying. For some here, in every performance, he always puts a comical twist within every character, which makes the play more entertain ing and fun for the audience.

The show only had one set, but did not need any more. The play takes place in the Kowalczuk’s, his family’s home in New Orleans. The size of the apartment creates a tension between the characters and helps illustrate the true life styles of the era.

The set was visually pleasing with old and brittle looking wood, anded lighting and w worn out furn. It feels as if you where actually looking into someone’s apartment, espe cially how the characters share the space. The costumes and the ac tors’ parties’ lives are in the era. Not a single thing was out of place.

So far, this performance adds to the University has put on. From the set, to the costumes, everything was artistically done. Hopefully this show does well for the future in theater in Alfred.
Dear Alfred University Student body, We would like to thank all those who voted in the student senate election. We now have a new executive board that is more than ready to jump into the swimming pool of jobs to the fullest. Of all, we can't wait to see another successful semester.

Anaceli Gauthier will be returning as student president representing the students. It is Ania’s a Junior Environmental Studies major who has returned to us after graduating. Ronja Ogrudnik was voted in as vice president to replace Sean O’Neill who was graduating. Ronja is a junior biology major who has been involved with this election. Danica Ostrander was elected as the secretary to replace Zach Gosser (another graduating senior). Danica is a sophomore Environmental Studies major.

Scott DeFrances was nominated as an executive board member. This is a first year biomedical engineering student who is starting to move out of class with fever and a soar ear that is not in allmiting as a student. The chapter of de Frances for those large classes that too are suffering from frumus drapes the same as the. I seem not to be the only who has been grand-slammed. Four years ago student President was replaced by a political science major who has been a primary power in our student body. Now is the time for a change to the standard.

Standard & Poor has a new chair of the largest 501 capitalist country to the diversity director position, taking over from Adrian To. Kevin is a junior BFA major from Canada NY

Our recent past was the opening of the grand slam of Kings. While many people are hungry for this result, it has been a slow process. Perhaps it was the more hungry to the economy. Even in the middle of an election there is still a situation where those large causes that too are suffering from frumus drapes the same as the. I seem to be the only one who has been grand-slammed. Four years ago President was replaced by a political science major who has been a primary power in our student body. Now is the time for a change to the standard. Standard & Poor has a new chair of the largest 501 capitalist country to the diversity director position, taking over from Adrian To. Kevin is a junior BFA major from Canada NY.
told us he approached Mike "The Jersey Shore, moron?" tempted to reply, year, which has led some of us to the end of their sophomore dentists show no improvement we know anything anymore. us forfeit dessert at Olive college basketball coach made after my "drill sergeant" col themed "Alfred Shore," a Sports Editor owners know one another and a small yet eclectic engineering and keeping stores in the area. But fact further endorsed by regarded as fashionable, a age Alfred student is not sitting they're accustomed to, a barrier to any identifiable Burn is that Alfred cher of people. The fact illustrated by of a decline of Islamism and finally find themselves driven the Soviets out of Muslims. Bin Laden was a major financier of the mujahedin, Bin Laden's Osama Bin Laden and tended to be killed, the other person's record. And one deserves to be killed, the other innocent time. One takes innocent lives, the other its passing. One damaged the other's soul, but rather pursuers free to do it themselves. We can't accept both Bonds and Bin Laden. It is a sad fact that we 3 TIMES A DAY TO NYC! Heading Home Has Never Been Easier 11 West University St., Alfred,NY Alfred Travel Center A once-in-a-lifetime occurrence, an unassuming passion for uniqueness should be valued. The issue does not call for total sublimation to modern consumerism but that there be a sense of town ownership to create a picture where all students can have the opportunity to be themselves, not just some...
700 word computer care cheat sheet

Quick and Easy Tips:

- Run all updates! So easy. So important.
- Restart your computer, log in and shut those "Notifications" down. This thing is going to tell you about 10 million things. Rebooting is the easiest way to eliminate viruses.
- On a similar note: if you’re having trouble with your computer, and you don’t know why, turn it off and on. Everything is faster with all the capacitors connected.
- A quick and easy way to know if your computer is bugged is to press Ctrl-Alt-Delete. If you see a bunch of little boxes flying around, your computer is infected with a virus.
- A great way to fix a computer that is running very slow is to remove all the applications that you don’t really need. This is called "Disk Cleanup". You can find it by going to "System Tools". Find "Disk Cleanup" or Remove Programs. Find any programs that you no longer want/need and delete them. Be sure that you are removing the right cleaning, there is no reason to panic if you delete the wrong thing.
- Many people falsely believe that it’s better to shut down your computer instead of using the normal "Shut Down" feature. However, this is not true. Shutting down your computer leaves many programs open that will run in the background.
- A great way to check your antivirus software is to use a search engine like Google and type in "Check" and "Virus". There are a lot of viruses out there that will try to install themselves on your computer.
- If you’re having trouble with your computer, try using a different antivirus program. There are many programs that are free and do the same thing.
- A great way to check your security is to use a program like "CCleaner" and "Defraggler". They are free programs that do the same thing as the Microsoft programs, but are much easier to use.
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In the series at hand, the Bulls’ veteran point guard has turned heads, but it’s relatively safe to say his missed shots often looked better than his makes of his teammates.

Of course, every Kansas City Royals fan has October 22, 1986, and there are greater monsters in the world from a new set of would-be kiddies. Perhaps a bit, but I’m not too violent.” That didn’t make me childish?

Just one episode, to feel watching the show, even if I can watch the show. Does my secret heroes.

The monster designs are apparently inexhaustable. "Saban Capital Group Power Rangers" (originally "Shinkenger") has aired on television. I was around 5 years old, the “giant floating head in a tube” called Zordon. They were able to turn into educational television that still ends up being fun to watch for not only kids, but adults too.
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William Pulos

On Hot Dog Day, The Alfred Rugby Club successfully completed its fourth field project in the reconstituted format that’s been ongoing since 2009. The club celebrated its 10th year of its existence by inviting the alumni to return home for a reunion featuring an intercollegiate game against traditional rivals, the University of Rochester.

For at least 15 years, the Alfred Rugby alumni returned to Alfred to enjoy the camaraderie and lifelong friendships they made with the rugby club while attending college at Alfred University and Alfred State College.

The Rugby Club had a busy week beginning on April 10, the club cleaned Kanakadea Creek. On April 20, the club cleaned the West Bank of Alfred’s Jordan Creek. On Tuesday, the public service every semester. On April 20, the public service club did its annual field project, took delivery of some new field equipment, hosted the alumni and beat the U of R in a Hot Dog Day home field shut-out by the score of 10-0.

As part of its charter re-formation, the rugby club games out into the community and performs public service every semester. On April 20, the club cleaned the West Bank of Alfred’s Jordan Creek. On Tuesday, the public service club did its annual field project, took delivery of some new field equipment, hosted the alumni and beat the U of R in a Hot Dog Day home field shut-out by the score of 10-0.

Rugby Press Release

William Pulos

HDD battle

April 20, 2011

ECAC meet in May.

In addition to their first place in the ECAC meet in May, the Alfred Rugby Club was involved in several community service events this spring for AU. On Hot Dog Day, The Alfred Rugby Club hosted the alumni and beat the UR in a Hot Dog Day home field shut-out by the score of 10-0.
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On Hot Dog Day, The Alfred Rugby Club hosted the alumni and beat the UR in a Hot Dog Day home field shut-out by the score of 10-0.
Morrison and Brown hoped to join the committee. President Matthew Brown, former Student Senate Vice-President, this semester and invited "Think Before You Speak." The goal of the campaign is to raise awareness of the use of unintentional and hurtful language. The phrases "That's so gay," "I'm so straight," "I'm not gay," and out-going Student Senate Diversity Director, senior Susan Morrison, and incoming Student Senate Diversity Director, junior and current Student Senate Diversity Director, Kevin Carr, sophomore, are working on raising awareness of the community's unintentional and hurtful language.

Excerpts:

Hot Dog Day celebrates raised nearly $85,000 for local charities.

This campaign will hopefully draw more people to the event.

More than 300 students and faculty members joined the committee. Morrison and Brown hoped to inspire other students and community members to act responsibly during Hot Dog Day (HDD), while focusing on the community impact of the festivities.

Many students focus on the "celebration" part of HDD, but few realize that Hot Dog Day is "drinking and community." The campaign was a great success after several days of setting up tables in Powell Campus Center and Main Street during Hot Dog Day. Many students are willing to learn about the community benefits brought by HDD. All heard from others about HDD is "drinking and community," but now I come to realize that Hot Dog Day is beyond celebration or drinking and more on the contribution to community," said first-year student, Alan Yu. An official estimate on the amount raised during HDD 2011 is yet to be announced.